Dutch NT2 Higher-level Graduates
The “Dutch Nt2 Higher-level graduates” group training course is perfect for expats and
internationals who require a Dutch training course taught at a faster pace. This course
allows you to work with fellow students, who have the same language level, and achieve
a higher level, step by step. On successful completion of the course, students can then
move up to the next level. The advantage of this language course is that you can
determine the length of the course and the target level yourself.
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Lessons are held one, two, three or four times a week (also on Saturdays)
Small groups - a maximum of 9 students
Both face-to-face and online lessons available

Dutch NT2 Mid-level Graduates
The "Dutch Nt2 mid-level graduates" group training course has been specially developed
for international employees who want to learn the Dutch language. This practical and
work-oriented language training fits perfectly with employees in the production,
technology & installation, cleaning, care, logistics and catering sectors.
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Lessons are held once or twice a week (also on Saturdays)
Small groups sizes of a maximum of 9 students
Practical and work-oriented
Focused on the needs and talents of this target group
The Individual student is central
Both face-to-face and online lessons available

Level Increase English
English group training is an ideal way to take your English to a higher level.
In this interactive and communicative course, the focus is primarily on speaking,
grammar, and vocabulary. In addition, you work specifically with your trainer and your
group on the reading, writing, and listening skills that you want to improve further. As
well as the course material, there is an extensive range of challenging online exercises
and an accessible app. In short, a group course with scope for individual requirements.
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Lessons are held once a week, in the evening
Small groups - a maximum of 9 students
Close attention to the individual student
Interactive and communicative lessons
Lots of extra online teaching materials and a mobile app

Level Increase German
The German group course is an ideal way to learn and improve the German language
step by step. You follow training in a small group, a maximum of 9 students, where
everyone has the same starting level. The emphasis is on general German at the lowest
level (A1) and at the higher levels on business language (A2 and B1). You gradually work
towards a higher level and conclude the training with a test. On successful completion,
you will have the opportunity to move on to the next level.
✓
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Lessons are held once a week, in the evening
Small groups - a maximum of 9 students
Aimed at both general and business language

The German group training courses have no fixed starting dates/times but start as soon
as there are sufficient enrolments.

Conversation Training
In conversation training, you can learn to speak better Dutch, English or German in a
short timeframe. Over 8 weeks, you work specifically on better proficiency and more
self-confidence. In regular training, attention is divided between speaking, listening,
reading, and writing. Conversation training focuses on speaking skills, which can make a
big difference in daily life. Our trainers are native speakers who help you to really
understand a language. Learn to listen better and speak more fluently, so that you can
handle any conversation with self-assurance.

Language Boost
Would you like to exercise a specific skill within a short time frame? Boost your
language skills in Spanish, English, German or Dutch. Our offer includes a 'Practical
Dutch Language Boost', a 'Language Boost Business English', a 'Language Boost German
- Grammar Short and Powerful' and a 'Language Boost Spanish: Speaking and Grammar'.

Examination Training
Is it compulsory for you to integrate into the Netherlands? Would you like to study for
an MBO, HBO or university degree? Or do you want to apply for a permanent residency
as an expat? If so, you will need to successfully complete an Integration Examination
or State Examination. STE Languages offers special examination training so that you
can be fully prepared for any of these.
Are you interested, have any questions, or would like some more information? See which
course is best suited for you in our overview of courses or feel free to contact us on:
+31 (0)40 245 28 60 or at info@ste.nl.

